
MVR Interview
Recording
The latest feature for our Mobile Voice Recording solution

The advanced features of Mobile Voice Recording (MVR) from Mainstream Digital, already makes

this a unique tool for any business or government agency user, with much more to offer than just

recording calls to and from your mobile device.

Protection
As well as providing protection from

litigation over instructions given or

received via mobile phone, MVR can

help identify training needs, al lows

the use of photos as proof of

attendance or for site inspection,

gives GPS information logging and

provides mobile estate management.

Security
The newest feature launched for

MVR users, brings the same high

levels of data security and

management to your memo

recordings, as those used when you

are on the phone.

Uti l ising the standard recording

capabil ities of your Samsung

smartphone, you can now activate

the “interview” recording feature in

the MVR app to record a meeting,

interview, conversation, group

discussion or just your own voice

memos for review later, in the same

way as you might use a tape or

digital voice recorder.

Uploaded
The recording is held in the secure

area of your phone protected by

Samsung KNOX and, as with calls

made and received on the MVR

platform, is automatical ly and

securely uploaded from your phone

to the secure servers of the MVR.

Once here, providing you have

appropriate security access, it can

be searched, audited, commented,

shared and reviewed.

Simple
This simple to use feature, gives you

the abil ity to make recordings at

cl ient meetings, to ensure that any

comments or issues raised are not

forgotten.

Memos
Only the recordings made via the

MVR app wil l be loaded to the

servers, so if you record voice

memos separately in another

recording application, for your own

day to day activity, these are stored

separately and are not affected by

the MVR, ensuring you can continue

to work in the way you find most

efficient.

Confidential
Interview recording via the MVR not

only ensures you have not missed

anything, but the security around the

MVR gives the client piece of mind

that everything discussed is

confidential , and cannot be

accidental ly erased or “lost”.

Advanced
The advanced MVR security features

ensure that even if a phone is

temporari ly misplaced, permanently

lost or fal ls in to unscrupulous hands,

any recordings made via the MVR,

cannot be accessed from the

handset, and the management tools

can locate the device, track its

location and remotely wipe the

phone and all its data completely.
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